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Abstract—Approximate computing (AC) leverages the inherent error resilience and is used in many big-data applications from various
domains such as multimedia, computer vision, signal processing, and machine learning to improve systems performance and power
consumption. Like many other approximate circuits and algorithms, the memory subsystem can also be used to enhance performance
and save power significantly. This paper proposes an efficient and effective systematic methodology to construct an approximate
non-volatile magneto-resistive RAM (MRAM) framework using consumer-off-the-shelf (COTS) MRAM chips. In the proposed scheme,
an extensive experimental characterization of memory errors is performed by manipulating the write latency of MRAM chips which
exploits the inherent (intrinsic/extrinsic process variation) stochastic switching behavior of magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs). The
experimental results, involving error-resilient image compression and machine learning applications, reveal that the proposed AC
framework provides a significant performance improvement and demonstrates a reduction in MRAM write energy of ∼47.5% on
average with negligible or no loss in output quality.

Index Terms—Approximate Computing, MRAM, Cache Write Policy, Low Power Design, Approximate MRAM.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE amount of unstructured data processing from nu-
merous modern computing platforms, from mobile to

the cloud, is increasing rapidly. Therefore, we need an
efficient framework to mitigate the gap between processor
and memory systems and accomplish the computational
and storage demands of the current computing system, even
in advanced multi-core processors. In addition, memories
consume a significant power and chip area, becoming the
computing system’s main bottleneck. Moreover, continual
scaling down in technology nodes introduces additional
challenges to the conventional memory chips, such as in-
creased leakage power, substantial process variation, high
sensitivity with different operating conditions, etc. Existing
mainstream volatile memory chips, i.e., static RAM (SRAM)
and dynamic RAM (DRAM), suffer from density, scalabil-
ity, memory persistency, and leakage issues. Besides, cur-
rent non-volatile memory (NVM) chips (e.g., Flash) suffer
from endurance and performance problems. These limi-
tations make existing memory chips incompetent for de-
livering ever-increasing demands of power-efficient, high-
performance systems with the growing number of cores and
data volume [1].

Fortunately, data-intensive emerging applications in
graphics/multimedia, data-driven inference, computer vi-
sion, data mining, and machine learning exhibit intrinsic
error resilience properties. Therefore, those applications can
produce outputs with acceptable quality in the presence of
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data or computation approximations [2]. Approximate com-
puting (AC) attains performance and power improvement
by orders of magnitude using software, architecture, and
circuit-level techniques [2].

MRAM chip has significant potential to turn into a
dominant universal memory (cache or main memory) tech-
nology due to its attractive characteristics, such as non-
volatility, scalability, high speed and fast access latencies,
large endurance, ultralow-power operation, CMOS compat-
ibility, high density, reliability, near-zero leakage, almost
zero static power, thermal robustness, radiation hardness,
etc. [3]. Hence, MRAM can be an excellent candidate for
energy-efficient on-chip memory. However, the higher write
current for a sufficiently long duration is required for proper
magnetic switching during the write operation, limiting
the overall energy efficiency. Several promising research
has been performed on the circuit, device, and architecture
levels to improve the energy efficiency of MRAM [4], [5], [6],
[7]. This paper proposes a new dimension of MRAM-based
approximate approach to attain significant performance and
power gain by introducing a small number of errors that
most error-resilient applications can endure.

The major challenge in AC is managing the approxi-
mations to trade-off between the application quality and
device performance (i.e., energy, speed, etc.). Most AC-
based prior works are focused on processing or logic circuits
and can be categorized based on the targeted memory
hierarchy level [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. These works
focus on (i) secondary storage and main memory [8], [9],
(ii) application-specific memory designs [10], [11], and (iii)
CMOS memory-based approximate cache architecture [12],
[13]. However, the existing MRAM-based AC framework is
mostly simulation-based requires extension in either new
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instruction set architecture (ISA) or enhancement in cache
replacement policies along with device-circuit-architecture
remodeling [7], [11]. Hence, these MRAM-based AC frame-
works can not be easily integrated into the existing comput-
ing system due to the above-mentioned strict requirements.
The previous contributions inspirit the need for real mem-
ory implementation and build the foundation of the pro-
posed MRAM-based AC framework using commercial-off-
the-shelf (COTS) MRAM chips, which require minimal or no
additional hardware, is robust against operating conditions.
To this end, we propose a system-level MRAM-based ex-
perimental AC framework that works at the reduced write
latency of COTS MRAM chips to improve computation
speed significantly and energy efficiency with the cost of
small write accuracy.

This paper presents a new approach to constructing an
approximate MRAM framework. The core idea is that at
sub-optimal write latency, MRAM addresses can be split
into accurate and approximate addresses through extensive
error characterization of COTS toggle MRAM chips. The
correlation between the obtained errors and the application-
level output quality guides the proper allocation of applica-
tion data to MRAM addresses. The more straightforward
implementation of the proposed mechanism results in a
better speed-power-quality trade-off. In summary, the key
contributions of this work are as follows.

• We reduce the write enable (W ) time from the manufac-
turer’s recommended value during the write operation to
introduce errors. We extensively characterize these errors
using COTS Everspin toggle MRAM chips [14] to improve
write power efficiency by exploiting the applications’
error-resilient nature. The characterization results are used
to derive key insights about memory errors — for exam-
ple, toggling from “1”→ “0” and “0”→ “1” are mutually
exclusive.

• Insights obtained from the characterization guide us in
constructing a systematic data allocation scheme based
on the application requirements to store critical and ap-
proximate data considering the occurrence and properties
of MRAM errors by writing different intuitive and non-
intuitive input data patterns. Subsequently, approximate
data can be stored in the approximate addresses, whereas
critical data must be allocated in entirely accurate memory
addresses.

• We analyze a detailed trade-off between the
application-level output accuracy and system-level
performance/power gains by determining optimal write
latency.

• We implement our AC framework using our cus-
tom memory controller implemented on Xilinx Artix 7
(XC7A35T-1C) FPGA to manipulate different timing la-
tency of a couple of emerging memories [15]. Our ex-
perimental results show a significant improvement in the
speed-power-quality trade-off, an average write speed-up
of ∼29% and power savings of ∼47.5% with minimal or
no loss in application quality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sect.
2 provides an overview of related prior work. Sect. 3
briefly overviews the organization and operating principle
of MRAM chips and related preliminaries of cache writ-

ing policies. Sect. 4 presents the proposed AC framework,
including the cell characterization algorithm. Sect. 5 ex-
plains the experimental setup and exhibits obtained results.
Sect. 6 discusses the characterization and memory overhead
required to store the erroneous memory addresses along
with the proposed scheme’s applicability to next-generation
MRAMs. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the article.

2 RELATED WORK

This work correlates two distinct research areas – emerging
MRAM memories with approximate computing. Previous
simulation-based MRAM-related work focuses on address-
ing spintronic memories’ high write energy while pre-
serving accurate read/write operations to achieve energy-
efficient on-chip memories using the circuit, architectural,
and device-level techniques [5], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21]. In [16], using the bit-line voltage clamping technique,
MRAM write-current asymmetry is mitigated at the cir-
cuit level to achieve the goal. Besides, in [17], a co-design
methodology focusing on the bit-cell access transistor and
the supply voltage is proposed to improve energy efficiency.
Moreover, the MRAM cell’s actual switching time detection
technique is proposed to cease the unnecessary current flow
immediately after a complete write [20]. Significant write
energy reduction is achieved for such techniques; however,
the overall write latency remains the same. On the other
hand, at the architectural level, in [18], [19], the proposed hy-
brid CMOS-spintronic cache can selectively direct the write-
intensive memory blocks to the CMOS portion while keep-
ing the remaining blocks in the spintronic part to address
the write-inefficiency of the spintronic memories. Besides,
redundant memory writes are eliminated by comparing the
previously stored data before the write operation [20] or
tracking dirty data at a finer granularity [21]. In addition,
in [22], significant write margin reduction is achieved by
exploiting incomplete write operations, and the incomplete
bits are processed through robust Error Correction Codes
(ECCs) at the cost of large decoding latencies (impairing
the memory read latency). Furthermore, at the device level,
in [5], [23], volatile spintronic memory is proposed by re-
laxing the non-volatility property (data-retention-time) or
the current to overcome high write latency and energy
issues of STT-MRAMs at the cost of higher write errors.
However, those proposed techniques require an additional
data refresh scheme to avoid further retention errors. Be-
sides, in [24], the thermal stability factor [25], which defines
the stability of the free layer’s magnetic orientation against
thermal noise, is reduced to address extreme write margin
at the cost of a higher overall failure rate and retention time.

In addition to the above techniques, a few previous
AC-based frameworks explore different layers of abstrac-
tion spanning software or circuits, architectures, and al-
gorithms to reduce the consumed energy in processing
cores/accelerators. Introducing errors in the memory sub-
system is an effective way of exploiting the applications’
intrinsic error resilience. However, we concentrate on prior
works related to approximate memories since that aligns
with this work. Prior works on approximate DRAMs [8],
[9] relax their refresh rate to inject retention errors in the
saved or read data contents in exchange for refresh power
savings. On the other hand, [26] proposes approximate
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multilevel PCMs that can (i) reduce the number of program-
ming pulses to inject write errors in exchange for energy
savings and (ii) perform partial error correction on the most
significant bits of the worn-out blocks. However, spintronic
memories require exploring new technique due to the in-
applicability of the mentioned approximation mechanisms.
Moreover, [11], [27] proposed simulation-based enhanced
architectural and software approximate design models by
accessing cells in the memory arrays with different current
levels depending on application requirements at the cost
of higher read/write error rates. The proposed technique
can (i) specify acceptable error probabilities for groups
of bits within the word by controlling the quality of the
read/write operations (ii) regulate (by software) the nu-
merical significance of errors incurred during approximate
load/store operations. However, this work entirely ignores
the process variation effect. The process variation in spin-
tronic memories affects both the MTJ cell and CMOS tran-
sistor parameters, which, in turn, impacts the parameters
associated with read/write operations such as switching
current, thermal stability factor, transistor’s output current,
etc. Consequently, the output accuracy at the architecture
level will vary considerably with process variation due to
these different and lower read/write access current levels. In
[7], another simulation-based new approximate spintronic
on-chip memory design is proposed by relaxing both device
and circuit parameters of spintronic memories by increasing
various failure rates such as read disturb, retention and read
decision failures, along with write errors to improve energy
consumption and performance.

In contrast, our work renders a speed-power-quality
trade-off through an actual memory implementation by
employing COTS MRAM chips that (i) require minimal or
no additional hardware, (ii) are robust against diverse oper-
ating conditions, and (iii) achieve power and performance
improvements over and beyond the previous techniques,
which is the key uniqueness of the proposed work.

3 BACKGROUND

3.1 MRAM: Preliminaries

The core element of toggle MRAM is the magnetic tunnel
junction (MTJ) that uses the Savtchenko switching [28]
property to store both data states (high and low). The 1T-
1MTJ MRAM bit cell comprises two ferromagnetic layers
separated by a thin dielectric tunnel oxide (AlOx or MgO)
layer (Fig. 1a). One layer’s magnetic orientation is per-
manently fixed, commonly referred to as the reference (or
fixed) magnetic layer (RML). In contrast, the other layer’s
magnetization can freely be oriented depending on the
magnetic field, known as the free magnetic layer (FML). The
substantially higher magnetic anisotropy of RML compared
to FML ascertains the stable magnetization direction of FML
during memory read/write operation. The resistance states
determine the bit that will be stored in the memory array.
When both the FML and RML are aligned in the same
direction, the MTJ produces low electrical resistance. On
the other hand, when their magnetic field orientation is
opposite, the resistance becomes extremely large; hence,
almost no current or weak current flows through the barrier
layer. Therefore, the MTJ exhibits high electrical resistance.

Writing a bit in the magnetic field-driven toggle MRAM
array requires passing a high write current (Iw) for changing
FML’s magnetic orientation [28]. The applied Iw to the write
lines, placed on top and bottom of the MTJ devices (see Fig.
1a), creates an auxiliary magnetic field that changes the FML
direction in the required position. Contrastingly, the RML’s
direction is strongly coupled with an anti-ferromagnet [28].
During the write operation, the memory circuit performs
a pre-read operation to determine the state of the target
bit and execute a toggle pulse (if required) to change the
state of the bit if the desired state is not the same as the
targeted state. Consequently, it reduces the overall power
consumption and improves power efficiency. However, this
increases the total write cycle time (including an additional
read operation).

A small bias voltage (far below the device’s breakdown
voltage) is applied across the MRAM cell during the read
cycle. Depending on parallel (RLow) or anti-parallel (RHigh)
magnetic orientation, a current sensing circuitry that is
attached with the MRAM cell experiences different amounts
of current and latches the appropriate logic (“0” or “1”)
compared with the reference resistance (RRef ) shown in Fig.
1b. Note that the width of resistance distribution varies from
cell to cell because of manufacturing process variations.
Besides, the quality, size, and level of in-homogeneity of
the MTJ tunnel barrier significantly impact larger relative
bit-to-bit resistance variation [28].

However, from Fig. 1c, we observe that the change in
resistance due to the change in the induced magnetic field
is steep in a certain region (the green region on Fig. 1c). In
this region, a slight change in the induced magnetic field
may cause a drastic change in resistance states and alter
the decision of the read circuitry. Therefore, manufacturers
define timing parameters for all commercial memory chips
for reliable write/read operation against a wide range of
operating conditions. For toggle MRAM, the write oper-
ation is governed by three different control signals: write
enable (W ), chip enable (E), and upper/lower byte enable
(UB/LB) signals [14]. A simplified version of the write
enable (W ) controlled write operation of the MRAM chip
is shown in Fig. 2.

Here,
tWC = write cycle time, i.e., the time period to complete

full write operation in a particular address.
tW = write pulse width, i.e., the time period for which the

W pin is kept activated.
tWR = write recovery time, i.e., the time to complete the

write operation after the W pin is deactivated.
tDV = valid data to end of write, i.e., the time for which the

valid data need to be available in the data I/O before the W
pin is deactivated.

Reducing any of these timing parameters can improve
the speed and reduce power consumption but may lead
to faulty operation. The write timing parameter tW is ma-
nipulated in this work to introduce errors during the W -
controlled write operation.

3.2 Read vs. Write Latency
Due to the technology limitation, the MRAM is still much
slower than the most commonly used SRAM cache (∼ 35ns
access time on MRAM vs. ∼2–20ns access time on SRAM
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Fig. 1: (a) Toggle MRAM cell structure with MTJ. (b) Schematic representation of Gaussian resistance (RLow and
RHigh states) distribution of larger-sized MTJ array [28]. (c) Principle of tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) [29].
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cache). Hence, we will keep our discussion limited by
considering MRAM as the main memory in this section.
However, it is worth mentioning that our proposed reducing
MRAM write latency strategy will also improve the system
performance, even if it is used as a cache.

In a computer system, the main memory is only accessed
when there is a cache miss (read/write miss). Usually, recov-
ering a read miss is a direct procedure; i.e., when a read miss
occurs, the corresponding memory block (usually consists
of multiple data words) of the main memory is copied
directly to the cache. However, by taking proper caution
at the software level, one can maximize the cache hit rate
and hide the read access latency of the main memory. For
example, the average cache miss rate in a modern computer
processor is <8% for most use-cases [30]. On the contrary,
handling a write miss is more complex. Usually, most of the
modern processors use either of the following two policies-
(i) write-through policy with the no-write allocation and (ii)
write back policy with write allocation [31]. The first policy
is not used in high-end processors since it requires a long
time to proceed. However, both cache miss policies become
more complex if some of the memory resources are shared
by the multiple processor cores (e.g., L2/L3 caches and the
main memory) and require a dedicated cache coherency
protocol. As the write miss recovery procedure is more
complex than the read miss, the write miss penalty is much
higher than the read miss penalty and might become the
bottleneck for write-intensive program performance (e.g.,
iterative weight updating on neural networks). Moreover,
write operations consume a significant portion of total en-
ergy [7], [11]. Hence, this work aims to reduce such penalties
by improving the write access time of MRAMs.

Furthermore, big data applications allow data ap-
proximation to some extent, motivating us to develop
an AC framework to investigate the trade-off between
application-level acceptable output accuracy vs. system-
level power/performance gain in the memory system.

4 APPROXIMATE COMPUTATION FRAMEWORK

Random Savtchenko switching property is exploited at the
reduced timing parameter in our proposed methodology

to obtain data approximation at the application level. At
reduced write pulse width, tW , of toggle MRAM (see Fig. 2),
all memory cells do not receive sufficient write current and
time to toggle into the intended stable state. These random
variations are created in the MTJ storage element due to the
process variation and the non-uniform distribution of the
current pulse within the chip, which hinders performing an
appropriate write operation in all memory cells. That is why
the manufacturer specifies a set of timing parameters for
reliable read/write operations. Hence, violation in any of
these manufacturer-recommended timing parameters may
cause erroneous/faulty outputs during the read/write op-
eration. If the tW is insufficient, there is a high chance that
FML cannot align perfectly with the RML (either the same
or opposite direction) and might be settled on an interme-
diate position, leading to the cell resistance being halfway
between RLow and RHigh [29]. Therefore, at reduced tW , if
the resultant cell resistance falls around the ∆RUse region
of the resistance distribution (see Fig. 1b) curve, the cell will
show indeterministic characteristics and generate erroneous
bits.

Several steps are involved in our proposed scheme. At
the reduced tW , MRAM chips create errors, and the total
number of errors differs at different reduced tW values. At
first, we select the most suitable reduced tW value. This
selected tW aims to generate erroneous bits at a tolerable
range for error-resilient applications. Second, we propose a
cell selection algorithm to characterize all MRAM cells from
a set of measurements by writing a specific data pattern that
produces maximum error compared with other data pat-
terns to identify the erroneous (approximate) and error-free
(accurate) memory cells/addresses for the AC framework.
The characterization needs to be performed only once to
choose the appropriate number of MRAM cells/addresses.
Finally, we collect data by writing all necessary data patterns
into the entire memory to gain valuable insights about the
bit errors’ frequency, significance, and nature.

4.1 Appropriate Reduced Time Selection
Appropriate reduced time selection is essential for obtaining
the most favorable trade-off between application quality
and speed/power improvement. Towards this end, the ex-
perimental results reveal that some of the memory cells
provide erroneous outputs if the data is written at the
reduced timing parameters [3]. The number of these error-
prone cells varies within the write pulse activation time
range t = [0 tW ]. The total number of erroneous bit cells is
counted by changing the tW and writing different input data
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patterns at different tW . The main objective is to determine
a suitable tW for which the acceptable amount of erroneous
bits is achieved. In the next step, the number of erroneous
cells is calculated from all achievable reduced write timing
parameters. Finally, we propose an algorithm to characterize
the erroneous memory cells for the AC framework using the
timing parameter for which the sustainable amount of error
bits is obtained.
4.2 Erroneous Address Selection
Our experimental result manifests that only a few memory
cells, hence addresses are error-prone at a specific sub-
optimal write latency. To locate these cells, we characterize
MRAM memory cells by writing different intuitive (solid)
and nonintuitive (random, checkerboard, and striped) input
data patterns to the entire memory cells at the reduced
write enable time, tW , and read back the entire memory
contents with appropriate timing parameters a total of N
times. Larger N provides better characterization results, but
it increases the computation time.

To toggle magnetic direction, parallel (P) → anti-parallel
(AP), or vice versa, in the MRAM cell, the write current
(Iw) needs to be held sufficiently long [32]. If we reduce the
write time (i.e., W pulse width), the cell resistance might be
stuck in an intermediate value (anywhere between RLow to
RHigh) and might occur data corruption. However, while
toggling the cell resistance (RCell), switching the side of
the RRef (i.e., RLow → RRef + δ or RHigh → RRef − δ)
is sufficient to write the data appropriately (see. Fig. 1b).
Although just switching side of RRef might affect the long-
term retention capability, that should not affect the func-
tionality of MRAM as a cache/main memory as long as
the same memory component is not used as the storage
memory. In the characterization phase, we aim to find the
appropriate value of W pulse width, which toggles RCell
from one side of the RRef to another side for the majority
of MRAM cells. Note that switching from P (RLow) to
AP (RHigh) is more vulnerable to reduced write operation
due to enhanced switching delay, leading to write failures.
Likewise, from preliminary MRAM characterization with
different data patterns and different reduced tW , we observe
the followings:
1) Error patterns and their nature and frequency depend

entirely on the input data pattern to be written and vary
with different memory chips.

2) Experimental results also manifest that the write oper-
ation at the reduced tW produces comparatively more
erroneous data for solid 0x0000 data patterns.

3) Silicon results further reveal that errors occur due to
random variations in the MRAM having no relation to
its internal hardware implementation.
Furthermore, error patterns from the sample measure-

ments reveal that allocating data randomly to the MRAM
at reduced tW can degrade application-level output quality
and cause complete or partial application failure, necessitat-
ing a systematic method to track the errors on different ad-
dresses and allocate the application data according to their
criticality. Toward this end, we split the entire memory space
into accurate and approximate addresses based on the error
characteristics to efficiently allocate addresses of different
applications to tolerate different error amounts for generat-
ing acceptable output quality. These accurate addresses can

be coalesced logically into a required contiguous entirely
accurate memory chunk by only tracking the approximate
addresses for critical data allocation (devoid of any error)
by noting the error characteristics.

For the proposed AC framework, addresses that contain
erroneous cells need to be filtered. At first, we discover all
erroneous cells, hence addresses, at the reduced tW from
(N ) measurements using the data pattern that produces
maximum errors. Next, we count and locate the total num-
ber of bit errors (if any) in each memory address (lines 1
- 9 of Algo. 1). To do so, we write fixed data (write-data)
to the memory at reduced tW and read it back with the
appropriate timing parameter. Then we compute the error
comparing the write- and read-data. Lastly, we categorize
the error by taking the union of the error-prone addresses
across different measurements. The pseudo-code for erro-
neous address selection and accumulation (strategy 1) and
sorting (strategy 2) is shown in Algorithm 1. The sorting
of erroneous addresses is performed based on the stored
data (sD) and intended data to be written (oD) (lines 11
- 18). The entire AC framework methodology is split into
two phases: training and evaluation. Error-prone addresses
are accumulated from N measurements using the most
erroneous input data pattern in the training phase. In the
evaluation phase, error statistics and output quality are
analyzed using different input data patterns and testing big
data applications.

In strategy 2, we sort all the error-prone MRAM ad-
dresses in ascending order with decreasing quality (increas-
ing number of errors) according to the total number of bit
errors present in each word based on the occurrence and
bit positions of the errors. A larger number of bit errors at
the most significant bits (MSB) position denote higher ap-
plication quality degradation; therefore, those addresses are
assigned to lower-level positions. Besides, bytes/half-words
can also be chosen instead of words (if required) as the error
granularity. This decision depends entirely on the stored
data’s nature and can be trivially extended. Fig. 3 depicts
the sorting strategy. Data allocation is performed to each
address in the sorted order, i.e., data is first assigned to the
least erroneous addresses and later to addresses with higher
errors ensuring that at reduced tW the stored data always in-
curs the least amount of errors. However, each application’s
critical data must be allocated to entirely accurate addresses.
Experimental results reveal that the enormous amount of
accurate addresses is sufficient for most applications. Next,
approximate data can be allocated to either accurate (based
on availability) or erroneous addresses sorted according to
the number of errors. As (i) sorting the erroneous addresses
require extra overhead and complexity and (ii) most of
the big data applications, the performance of strategy 1 is
sufficient enough (see Sect. 5.3), so we propose strategy
2 in this work for further performance enhancement1 (if
required).

5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, RESULTS, & ANALYSIS

The preliminary analysis is performed over ten (2 chips
from each MR0A16ACYS35, MR0A16AYS35, MR1A16AYS35

1. Results of strategy 2 are not presented in this work as we achieve
almost 100% accuracy only using strategy 1.
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Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for accumulating erro-
neous addresses through error characterization

Data: N : Number of total measurements.
A: Set of addresses in MRAM.
EA: Set of total erroneous addresses from N
measurements.
wL: Word Length
oD: (A×wL) matrix containing data intended
to write each memory cells
sD: (A×wL) matrix containing data stored to
each memory cells at reduced tW
EQA : EA where higher value of Q represents
lower quality level at reduced tW .
Pi: Pattern used to initialize memory.
Pt: Pattern to test the memory.
tnW : nominal value of tW .
trW : reduced value of tW .

Result: Characterized MRAM

// Initialization
1 write mem(Pi, t

n
W ); // Initialize MRAM

2 write mem(Pt, t
r
W ); // Write MRAM with Pt at trW

3 EA = {}; EQA = {};
// Strategy 1

4 for i = 1 to N do
5 foreach a ∈ A do

// Check write error at address a
6 if check error (a) then
7 if a /∈ EA then
8 EA = EA ∪ {a};
9 end

10 end
11 end
12 end
13 EQA = sort addr(sD, EA); // Only for Strategy 2

14 Function sort_addr(sD, EA):
15 oD = empty();
16 oD = init(); // Initialize
17 x = bitwise xor(oD, sD);
18 x = bin2Dec(x, dim = 2);
19 idx = argsort(x);
20 EAsort = EA[idx];
21 return EAsort
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Fig. 3: Strategy 2 for sorting erroneous addresses.

MR2A16ACYS35, MR2A16AYS35 models) 16-bit parallel in-
terfaced differently sized (1Mb− 4Mb) toggle MRAM chips

to verify our proposed scheme. These chips belong to Ev-
erspin technologies. Among them, five chips are selected
randomly to perform extensive analysis to verify our obser-
vations’ true universality. The characterization is performed
using our custom memory controller implemented on the
Alchitry Au development board containing Xilinx Artix 7
(XC7A35T-1C) FPGA to manipulate different timing latency
of a couple of emerging memories [15]. The temperature
(low/high) experiments were performed by placing the
memory socket that holds the memory chip in Temptronic
ATS-605 ThermoStream to maintain a uniform temperature.

According to Sect. 4.2, the generated errors are pattern-
dependent on reduced write operation. Therefore, to de-
termine the suitable pattern and examine the data pattern
dependency, a total of 5-set measurement data is collected
with seventeen different intuitive (solid) and non-intuitive
(random, checkerboard, and striped) 16-bit input data pat-
terns: (0xFFFF, 0xAAAA,0x5555, 0x0000) from each
ten memory chips2 before performing characterization. We
observed that, at reduced tW , switching from “1” to “0”
produces more bit-error in our test MRAM chips. Conse-
quently, the reduced tW produces maximum bit-error with
the solid 0x0000 pattern when the memories are initialized
with logic “1”. Therefore, we initialized memory with “1”
for all test patterns (except for the solid 0xFFFF test pattern)
to simulate the worst possible usage scenario. Based on
the observation and the discussion on Sect. 4.2, we also
conclude that the parallel (anti-parallel) configuration is the
logic state ’1’ (state ’0’). Next, to characterize the MRAM
cells (discussed in Sect. 4.2), we collected a total of 50-set
measurement data with only solid 0x0000 input pattern
from the randomly selected five memory chips. We chose
the value of tW , 33.3% of the recommended tW , for this
work to obtain approximate writes. However, our selected
value of tW can generate a sufficient number of accurate
addresses (a moderate number of incorrect outputs) for the
proposed framework.

Analyzing results from the conducted experiments vali-
date our proposed scheme’s novelty and provide interesting
insights. The results are divided into five broad subsections.
In the first part, we manifest the speed-quality (number
of erroneous cells/addresses) trade-off for selecting the re-
duced tW appropriately, a universal trait in any approxi-
mate computing mechanism. The second part presents the
characterization results in detail applying Algo. 1. The third
part shows how the output quality is affected when data
is written into the memory with different initialized val-
ues and with or without applying the proposed address
selection strategy (strategy 1 of Algo. 1). We also show
that our approach results in comparably higher performance
improvement than many popular (non) volatile memory-
based prior works [7], [8], [9], [11]. Moreover, an efficient
implementation of a memory controller can further improve
the overall performance of our proposed framework. Note
that all results are presented in the Sects. 5.2 and 5.3 are
obtained at room temperature (26◦C). The fourth part de-
scribes the approximate MRAM results subject to operating
conditions and memory chip variations. Finally, the fifth

2. The least significant 8 bits of the address-bit are used for column
addressing for all memory chips.
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part elucidates our proposed technique’s power analysis
results.

5.1 Selection of tW
An extensive analysis is performed to determine the error
profile, such as frequency, location of the bit errors, compar-
ing the behavior of the faulty/erroneous outputs at different
reduced tW values using solid 0x0000 data pattern. We
reduce the tW value from 15ns (manufacturer’s recom-
mended) to 10ns, 5ns, and 2.5ns, respectively (Fig. 4). Note
that our experimental setup’s timing resolution is limited to
2.5ns. At tW = 2.5ns, the total failed bit counts fall within
∼20% – ∼95%, which spans over ∼23% – ∼95% addresses.
Our analysis shows that higher bit errors can be used
for random number generation and physical unclonable
function [3] but is not suitable for approximate computing.
However, at tW = 5ns and 10ns, the obtained total failed
bits are almost negligible (<5% and <1%, respectively) for
all ten chips (considering a single measurement). Hence,
we choose tW = 5ns (considering the number of failed
bit counts) to characterize erroneous cells to improve write
speed (∼29% overall improvement) and power savings (see
Sect. 5.5).
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Fig. 4: tW vs. errors for five randomly chosen chips. The
left and right figures present % of erroneous bits and % of
addresses which consist those erroneous bits, respectively.

5.2 Characterization of Error-Prone Cells
The cell characterization of MRAM is performed according
to Sect. 4.2 with N = 50 temporal measurements. Solid
0x0000 is used as the write data pattern. Moreover, the
entire memory is reset with the solid 0xFFFF data pattern
before every measurement to erase previously written data
traces. In Table 1, the first two rows show the statistics of
erroneous MRAM addresses and bits after performing the
proposed cell characterization algorithm (strategy 1 of Algo.
1). Here, EA is the percentage of total erroneous addresses,
and EB is the percentage of total erroneous bits accumulated
from 50 temporal measurements (obtained through charac-
terization). The results manifest that the total number of
erroneous bits obtained at reduced tW (5ns) varies from
chip to chip. We also observe that only a few addresses
hold these erroneous bits. The rest of the rows represent
erroneous addresses and bits from different data patterns
and to which extent they belong to EA and EB. Here,MA is
the percentage of total erroneous addresses, andMB is the
percentage of total erroneous bits from a specific test pattern
(from a single measurement), and CA is the percentage of
MA belonging to EA. Similarly, CB is the percentage ofMB
belonging to EB.

Table 1 represents that, after performing characterization
using N = 50 temporal measurements with solid 0x0000
data pattern, the cumulative amount of erroneous addresses

is 22.41% (EA), and bits is 10.49% (EB) for chip 1 (C1).
During the testing phase, the number of erroneous ad-
dresses observed using solid 0x0000 data pattern is only
2.52% (MA), and bits is only 0.83% (MB). Now, among
these 2.52% erroneous addresses, 96.92% (CA) of addresses
belong to the 22.41% (EA), and 85.48% (CB) of bits belong
to the 10.49% (EB).

In summary, the cumulative maximum amount of erro-
neous addresses is 26.41% (EA), whereas the minimum is
only 5.33% (1st row of characterization segment in Table
1) for different memory chips at tW = 5ns. Similarly, in
Table 1, the cumulative maximum amount of erroneous
bit is 22.06% (EB), whereas the minimum is only 3.89%
(2nd row of characterization segment). This indicates that
∼75% of the addresses (∼78% of bits) are entirely accurate
in the worst case scenario, resulting in negligible or no
loss in output quality. As the percentage of error-prone
addresses is fairly small (∼25%) regardless of memory size,
storage overhead is minimal for storing these few memory
addresses’ information.

For pattern 0xAAAA or 0x5555, we do not observe any
error for any data pattern. Based on the internal architecture
of MRAM, there might be different reasons behind not
getting any error. For example, if all of the I/O buffers are
driven by the same power rail, the inrush current caused by
the I/O buffers should be lower for these specific data pat-
terns as only 8 out of 16 bits experience the switching [33].
Hence, the overall timing characteristics might be improved
[33]. Moreover, the maximum obtained erroneous address
(MA) is 6.04%, whereas the minimum is only 0.16% for any
given pattern considering a single test measurement. Simi-
larly, the maximum obtained erroneous bit (MB) is 3.30%,
whereas the minimum is only 0.08%. Besides, our proposed
characterization technique covers most erroneous addresses
(CA) and bits (CB) for all data patterns. We observed that the
lowest covered erroneous address (CA) is 1.74% and bit (CB)
is 2.76% for solid 0xFFFF data pattern. However, a closer
observation reveals that solid 0xFFFF data pattern produces
only 0.26% erroneous addresses and 0.23% erroneous bits,
which is negligible (< 0.5%). This insignificant number of
errors can be overlooked for any big data application.

Note that taking the union of the errors resulting from
each data pattern (0xFFFF, 0xAAAA,0x5555, 0x0000)
can further improve the fault coverage for the worst case.
However, only a marginal improvement is observed for
the chips used for experiments using different data pat-
terns over the solid 0x0000 data pattern. Besides, Table
1 shows that a vast portion of the erroneous addresses
(MA) generated from different data patterns belongs to
those erroneous addresses (EA) obtained through the ad-
dress selection strategy from error characterization using
solid 0x0000 data pattern (described in strategy 1 of Algo.
1). Furthermore, it is essential to note that the acquired
erroneous addresses heavily depend on the training data
and frequency characteristics. Hence, it becomes imperative
to select the training data and frequency judiciously.

3. C1: MR0A16AYS35, C2: MR1A16AYS35, C3&C4: MR2A16ACYS35,
C5: MR2A16AYS35. C1,C2&C5: Commercial Grade (Temp. range
[0◦C 70◦C]); C3&C4: Industrial Grade (Temp. range [−40◦C 85◦C]).

4. Solid/Striped/Checkerboard.
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TABLE 1: Error Characteristics.

Sample Chip3 (%) C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

Characterization EA 22.41 26.41 10.34 8.36 5.33
EB 10.49 22.06 7.60 5.15 3.89

Solid

FFFF

MA 0.26 0.26 0 0 0
MB 0.11 0.23 0 0 0
CA 1.74 60.81 —- —- —-
CB 2.76 54.39 —- —- —-

0000

MA 2.52 6.04 1.83 2.04 1.29
MB 0.83 3.30 1.25 1.36 0.86
CA 96.92 99.28 95.26 86.23 94.34
CB 85.48 98.36 94.37 80.73 91.5

Row
Striped

FFFF

MA 1.99 3.52 0.72 0.82 0.62
MB 0.67 2.13 0.53 0.56 0.47
CA 97.78 99.55 95.2 92.87 95.78
CB 90.9 98.34 94.42 91.43 94.11

0000

MA 0.75 2.63 0.94 1.09 0.67
MB 0.18 1.25 0.61 0.68 0.40
CA 97.77 99.45 96.8 84.29 94.03
CB 83.07 98.55 96.02 76.87 90.46

Column
Striped

FFFF

MA 1.68 0 1.06 1.27 0.89
MB 0.67 0 0.71 0.79 0.60
CA 87.4 — 93.13 90.23 89.82
CB 74.8 — 92.75 89.73 88.73

0000

MA 1.37 1.18 0.32 0.37 0.22
MB 0.54 0.94 0.19 0.20 0.12
CA 46.99 90.73 51.74 32.89 34.93
CB 47.51 93.23 51.25 29.09 35.42

Checker-
board

FFFF

MA 1.59 3.05 0.71 0.84 0.61
MB 0.60 1.77 0.51 0.53 0.41
CA 76.3 96.02 83.44 74.97 79.47
CB 68.07 93.81 83.96 76.62 80.64

0000

MA 1.25 2.96 0.64 0.75 0.49
MB 0.59 1.55 0.40 0.42 0.29
CA 62.61 96.02 85.71 83.54 81.54
CB 60.43 93.62 83.97 82.49 79.89

Any
Pattern4

5555 /
AAAA

MA 0 0 0 0 0
MB 0 0 0 0 0
CA —- —- —- — —
CB —- —- —- — —

Random

MA 0.27 0.28 0.22 0.19 0.16
MB 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.42 0.08
CA 34.83 68.94 13.97 10.18 10.12
CB 20.99 62.47 11.5 7.55 8.02

∗NB. —- not performed as no error occurred at reduced tW for corr-
esponding data patterns.

5.3 Evaluation

We evaluate our proposed AC framework with two dif-
ferent end-user applications- (i) JPEG image compression
and (ii) optical character recognition (OCR) using the K-
nearest neighbors (KNN) algorithm [11]. Fig. 5 presents
the evaluation scheme for our proposed AC framework.
We use this scheme to emulate MRAM as the main mem-
ory for both applications. Conventionally, memory alloca-
tion/deallocation (resource management) is accomplished
at the application level with the assistance of the operating
system (application-level memory management) [34]. On
the other hand, a memory management unit (MMU) is a
separate entity responsible for translating virtual addresses
into physical addresses. Although traditionally, MMU is a
hardware unit, software implementation of memory man-
agement is also feasible without requiring virtual addresses
[35]. To simplify our experimental setup, we fuse the re-
source manager and the MMU in a single python API
(similar to [35]). This python API also interfaces our custom
memory controller, built on an FPGA board.

For JPEG application, we use the most common and pop-
ular metrics, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), mean squared error
(MSE), and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), between the

Application
Application-

level Memory 
Management

Memory 
Controller

MRAM
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FPGA 

Implementation

Memory 
Management 
Unit (MMU)

Fig. 5: Evaluation scheme for proposed AC.

approximated image and the unapproximated image used
in the JPEG compression to quantify the acceptability of the
application output quality. The SNR, MSE, and PSNR are
calculated using the following equations (Eqs. 1 to 3). Here,
f̂(i, j) and f(i, j) are the compressed JPEG image data with
and without applying our AC framework, respectively. Note
that the size of the images is M × N , where M = N = 90.
Besides, MAXI is the maximum possible pixel value of
the image. Here, the pixels are represented using 8 bits per
sample; hence, MAXI = 255.

SNR =

∑M
i=1

∑N
j=1 f̂(i, j)2∑M

i=1

∑N
j=1[f̂(i, j)− f(i, j)]2

(1)

MSE =
1

MN

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

[f̂(i, j)− f(i, j)]2 (2)

PSNR = 10. log10(
MAX2

I

MSE
) (3)

The value of SNR, MSE, and PSNR measures the im-
age’s quality of JPEG compression output, evaluating the
proposed scheme’s effectiveness. A minimum SNR value is
required for such applications for the approximated image
where the human brain and eyes can differentiate between
the approximated and unapproximated image. A lower SNR
value is considered as unacceptable output quality and vice
versa. Similarly, a higher MSE value is considered as un-
acceptable output quality. The SNR, MSE, and PSNR mea-
surements reveal the degree to which an application could
produce satisfactory and reasonable output at reduced tW
for approximate applications and determine the achievable
limits of the performance and power improvements for
MRAM technology. Fig. 6 shows the unapproximate and
approximate output image quality with and without apply-
ing the proposed addresses selection technique (strategy 1
of Algo. 1), considering two different initialization states.
The SNR of the image is infinite (MSE of the image is zero)
means it does not have any errors relative to the unapprox-
imated image output (Table 3). Observing the images and
the related SNR and MSE reveals the appropriateness of the
proposed technique through application quality.

We have presented our results with and without the
address selection technique in this work. In the “without
address selection” technique, our proposed framework pro-
duces the worst possible result, where we did not con-
sider erroneous and error-free addresses differently, i.e.,
memory is allocated conventionally. On the other hand, in
the “with address selection” technique, we excluded error-
prone addresses during memory allocation (strategy 1 of
Algo. 1). Note that we did not perform a detailed analysis
using sorted addresses (obtained using strategy 2 of Algo.
1) as reducing tW causes at most ∼6% error in a single
measurement. This strategy would only be required when
the application needs the entire memory address. Therefore,
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Original image              Without address selection      With address selection       Without address selection 

(E1) (E2) (E3) (E4) 

(M1) (M2) (M3) (M4)

Initialized with 1’s Initialized with 0’s

(a)

Original image              Without address selection     With address selection       Without address selection 

(E1) (E2) (E3) (E4) 

(M1) (M2) (M3) (M4)

Initialized with 1’s Initialized with 0’s

(b)
Fig. 6: (a) Commercial (b) industrial-grade MRAM results. 1st column of (a) and (b) represents: unapproximated image (90

× 90); 2nd & 3rd columns represent: the entire memory is initialized with all 1’s before writing the compressed image at
reduced tW into the memory then reading back the memory contents without and with address selection respectively; 4th

column represents: the entire memory is initialized with all 0’s before writing the compressed image at reduced tW then
reading back the memory contents without address selection.

we did not allocate data based on (lower or higher) error
locations. Additionally, this strategy will also include a
higher system overhead.

The result shows the influence of address selection on
application quality, which is necessary to understand the
impact of approximate data placement in memory ad-
dresses. This, in turn, is useful to comprehend how appli-
cation quality changes with initialized values. In Fig. 6, the
2nd & 3rd columns show the JPEG image without and with
applying the address selection technique, respectively. It is
evident that the image quality improvement obtained using
the proposed address selection technique is substantially
better than without applying the technique, underscoring
the need for the proposed address selection. However, as
switching from “1”→ “0” is more vulnerable at reduced tW ,
requiring more write current for the prolonged duration;
hence, initializing the entire memory with all 1’s requires
address selection technique to attain very small or no loss in
the output quality. Contrarily, initializing the entire memory
with all 0’s does not require an address selection technique
to obtain the same level of output quality. Furthermore,
we also observe that commercial-grade MRAM is more
vulnerable to reduced tW than industrial-grade MRAM as
commercial-grade MRAM is more susceptible to thermal
noise (see Sect. 5.4). Therefore, without applying the ad-
dress selection technique in industrial-grade MRAMs, we
notice a negligible loss in the output quality. It is worth
mentioning that JPEG compression is a critical application in
approximate computing. For example, a slight change in the
RUNLENGTH (number of consecutive zero-valued discrete
cosine transform (DCT) coefficient of the compressed JPEG
data [36]) can impact the output quality severely.

In addition to JPEG image compression, we also demon-
strate our AC framework for the KNN algorithm. KNN
algorithm is a widely used supervised machine learning
technique for image classification and object recognition
(detail construction of the algorithm is out of this paper’s
scope). In this work, we use the UCI optical character recog-
nition (OCR) dataset [37] and the KNN algorithm (vanilla).
To evaluate the performance of our proposed framework,
we compare KNN accuracy with and without using our

AC framework. Accuracy quantifies the fraction of correct
prediction out of all test samples. The accuracy of the KNN
algorithm without using our AC framework is 95.5%. If the
MRAM is initialized with logic “0” bits, our AC framework
does not impact the KNN accuracy. On the other hand, with
the logic “1” initialization and without address selection
technique, the accuracy of the KNN algorithm using our AC
framework ranges between 88.25% to 92.25% (i.e., <7.6%
performance degradation). With the logic “1” initialization
and address selection technique, however, the accuracy of
the KNN algorithm with our frameworks improves to at
least 92.5% (i.e., <3.2% performance degradation).

5.4 Effect of Operating Condition and Chip Variations
Random thermal fluctuations and process variation exacer-
bate the intrinsic stochasticity of the magnetic orientation
switching of MRAM cells; hence, significantly varies the
switching time of the cell over the entire memory array.
Therefore, the MRAM write failure rate increases signifi-
cantly as temperature increases [38]. We can characterize
these failures at the highest possible operating temperature
to incorporate the temperature effect to cover maximum er-
roneous addresses. Our observation is that errors occurring
at a lower temperature are a subset of those occurring at
high temperatures; therefore, guaranteeing no additional bit
errors in the lower temperature range. The highest tempera-
ture used for characterization can be determined within the
manufacturer’s recommended value covering all MRAM
models (in our case, 65◦C), suitable for commercial applica-
tions. Our experiments’ characterization and evaluation are
performed at room temperature (26◦C). To demonstrate the
temperature effect on MRAM errors, we evaluate results for
both high (65◦C) and low (20◦C) temperatures and compare
them with room temperature (26◦C).

We observe that the total number of errors and erroneous
addresses increase with higher temperatures. However, no
significant change is observed in the total number of er-
roneous addresses at low temperature (20◦C) and tempera-
ture range up to 45◦C . As the thermal noise becomes smaller
at low temperature, the low temperature has less impact
at reduced tW . Therefore, only results at 65◦C temperature
(worst case) are shown in Table 2 as the obtained errors are
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insignificant at low temperatures. Moreover, the maximum
erroneous address (MA) at 65◦C in reduced tW (5ns) is
16.00% for any given pattern (except 0xAAAA or 0x5555),
considering a single test measurement for all memory chips.
In contrast, the minimum is only 0.002%. Similarly, the max-
imum erroneous bit (MB) is 8.98%, whereas the minimum
is only 0.002%. Comparing with the nominal operating con-
dition (Table 1), we observe a maximum of ∼1.65× increase
in the erroneous addresses and ∼1.72× increase in the er-
roneous bits at 65◦C temperature. Contrarily, the maximum
erroneous address (MA) at 20◦C in reduced tW (5ns) is
3.89%. In contrast, the minimum is only 0.0004%. Similarly,
the maximum erroneous bit (MB) is 2.21%, whereas the
minimum is only 0.0001%. Comparing with the nominal
operating condition (Table 1), we observe a maximum of
∼0.36× decrease in the erroneous addresses and ∼0.33×
decrease in the erroneous bits at 20◦C temperature. Al-
though a detailed assessment is not performed, the obtained
results reveal that errors at lower temperatures are a subset
of the errors at high temperatures.

Furthermore, to observe the impact of external magnetic
field (M-Field), we collected a set of test data sequences at
room temperature (26◦C) with an ∼8mT external M-Field
by using a set of permanent magnets in six different orien-
tations of 3D coordinates5. However, no significant change
is observed in the number of erroneous cells with (∼ 8mT )
external M-Field. The maximum erroneous address (MA)
in reduced tW (5ns) is 7.60%. In contrast, the minimum is
only 0.005%. Similarly, the maximum erroneous bit (MB) is
4.52%, whereas the minimum is only 0.0002%. Comparing
with the nominal operating condition (Table 1), we observe
a maximum of ∼0.26× increase in the erroneous addresses
and ∼0.37× increase in the erroneous bits. Hence, we can
conclude that the external M-Field does not significantly
impact the number of error occurrences.

The silicon results from five different memory models
of three different sizes show that the statistics of erroneous
cells are different for different memory models, shown in
Tables 1 and 2. These sources of variations come from archi-
tectural as well as both inter- and intra-chip dissimilarities
due to the random process variation, which is the key source
of any memory chips’ randomness. Data collected from
different FPGAs also verify that the memory controllers do
not influence the proposed framework.

Furthermore, we have also evaluated our result for both
JPEG compression and the KNN algorithm at high tem-
perature (65◦C). Fig. 7 presents the JPEG images at 65◦C
with “1” initialization (initialization “0” has no impact).
Compared with Fig. 6, the image quality is slightly worse
(noise magnitude increased by 2×). On the other hand, the
KNN accuracy further decreased by 3.2% (at most). Table
3 summarizes the list of applications, datasets, and results
at both room temperature (26◦C) and high temperature
(65◦C).

5.5 Power Improvement

MRAM write energy (EW ) can be expressed as by Eq. 4.
Here, V is the write pulse magnitude, I(t) is the write

5. The maximum recommended magnetic field is ∼10mT for
commercial-grade and ∼12.5mT for industrial-grade MRAM.

TABLE 2: Error Statistics at High Temperature.

Sample Chip (%) C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

Solid

FFFF

MA 0.002 0.09 0 0 0
MB 0.002 0.02 0 0 0
CA 100 5.79 —- —- —-
CB 100 16.77 —- —- —-

0000

MA 16.00 13.53 7.55 2.73 0.94
MB 6.31 7.54 4.30 0.56 0.22
CA 39.70 77.63 10.72 11.77 21.8
CB 26.59 74.68 7.93 17.07 32.54

Row
Striped

FFFF

MA 12.83 6.92 4.63 1.61 0.33
MB 6.05 3.87 1.85 0.35 0.12
CA 47.39 81.38 13.84 15.64 38.17
CB 32.07 79.25 13.31 21.56 42.08

0000

MA 12.79 5.74 2.87 1.01 0.167
MB 5.61 3.07 1.33 0.21 0.07
CA 30.32 78.44 6.74 5.91 14.65
CB 18.65 73.35 3.11 9.61 22.77

Column
Striped

FFFF

MA 15.56 9.93 3.55 1.02 0.273
MB 8.98 5.41 1.04 0.24 0.12
CA 47.66 74.21 12.32 16.07 48.42
CB 27.41 68.75 15.01 23.16 53.61

0000

MA 3.15 2.13 2.55 0.83 0.23
MB 0.76 0.93 0.68 0.15 0.09
CA 28.25 95.81 9.32 14.93 36.38
CB 41.57 94.11 14.83 23.5 37.36

Checker-
board

FFFF

MA 9.40 5.93 3.34 0.84 0.23
MB 4.75 3.21 0.86 0.20 0.11
CA 50.53 80.52 12.11 17.01 48.17
CB 33.8 75.31 16.94 26.46 53.5

0000

MA 9.10 5.96 3.37 0.89 0.25
MB 4.37 3.06 0.93 0.19 0.11
CA 40.51 78.21 8.82 14.67 41.71
CB 24.48 71.84 12.77 22.76 41.62

Any
Pattern

5555/
AAAA

MA 0 0 0 0 0
MB 0 0 0 0 0
CA —- —- —- —- —-
CB —- —- —- —- —-

Random

MA 0.13 0.23 0.01 0.005 0.008
MB 0.04 0.09 0.01 0.002 0.002
CA 59.09 72.97 31.43 38.46 38.1
CB 33.16 63.81 36.3 40.48 41.58

∗NB. —- not performed as no error occurred at reduced tW for corr-
esponding data patterns.

current that depends on instantaneous cell resistance (RCell)
during the resistance switching process. A higher value of
tW will cost a higher EW .

EW = V

∫ tW

0

I(t)dt (4)

To evaluate the energy efficiency of our proposed frame-
work, we require to measure the write current over tW .
However, it is difficult to achieve an appropriate experimen-
tal setup using COTS chips. For example, all of our test chips
have multiple pairs of power-ground pins. Therefore, mea-
suring write current requires probing each power/ground
current with sufficiently high-frequency bandwidth instru-
ments while preserving precise timestamps. Additionally,
power consumed by memory peripherals (I/Os, sense-
amplifier, etc.) is hard to estimate. Therefore, we estimate the
power savings of our AC scheme from simulation data. For
power analysis, we use the simulation framework for Spin-
Transfer Torque MRAM (STT-MRAM), developed by Wang
et al. [39]. It is worth mentioning that the switching charac-
teristic of toggle MRAM is very similar to STT-MRAM as
MTJ is the core element of all MRAM technologies [40], [41].
In addition, Fig. 1c illustrates the principle of TMR, which
is valid for all MRAM technologies. On top of that, STT-
MRAM is an improved version of MRAM technology, which
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Original image              Without address selection      With address selection

(E1) (E2) (E3)
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Initialized with 1’s

(a)

Original image              Without address selection      With address selection
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Initialized with 1’s

(b)
Fig. 7: (a) Commercial (b) industrial-grade MRAM results. 1st column of (a) and (b) represents the unapproximated

image (90 × 90); 2nd & 3rd columns represent: the entire memory is initialized with all 1’s before writing the
compressed image at reduced tW into the memory then reading back the memory contents without and with

address selection respectively at 65◦C .

TABLE 3: Application benchmarks and the worst-case results.

Chip grade Commerical Industrial
Operating condition TRoom (26◦C) THigh (65◦C) TRoom (26◦C) THigh (65◦C)

Initial state “1” “0” “1” “0” “1” “0” “1” “0”

App. Algorithm Approx.
data

Quality
metric

Addr. sel. Addr. sel. Addr. sel. Addr. sel. Addr. sel. Addr. sel. Addr. sel. Addr. sel.
W/O W W/O W W/O W W/O W W/O W W/O W W/O W W/O W

JPEG
comp.

JPEG
enc.

JPEG
image

SNR 4.34 ∞ ∞ ∞ 4.35 >105 ∞ ∞ 122.00 >104 ∞ ∞ 36.99 >104 ∞ ∞
MSE 3216.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 3208.83 0.06 0.00 0.00 111.52 0.85 0.00 0.00 339.17 1.01 0.00 0.00

PSNR 13.06 ∞ ∞ ∞ 13.07 60.40 ∞ ∞ 27.66 48.85 ∞ ∞ 22.83 48.09 ∞ ∞
OCR KNN Feat. vec. % Acc.* 88.25 92.75 95.5 95.5 85.25 91.75 95.5 95.5 92.25 93.5 95.5 95.5 92.00 92.75 95.5 95.5

*KNN Accuracy (Acc.) without approximation = 95.5%; W/O: without address selection; W: with address selection

is more scalable, hence achieving higher densities at a lower
price, providing a significant reduction in switching energy
and consuming low power compared to toggle MRAM de-
vices. In STT-MRAM, the current is injected perpendicularly
into the magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), and the read/write
operation is performed through the same path [42], [43].
Our simulation result aligns with the error characteristics
of toggle MRAM (see Sect. 5.2), confirming our proposed
AC framework’s applicability in next-generation MRAM
technology. Note that all simulation parameters in this work
are adopted from [39] and [44], including physical variation
(MTJ tunnel thickness, free layer thickness, cell area, etc.)
that might occur from the fabrication process.

We summarize our simulation result in Fig. 8, performed
over 1M STT-MRAM cells. Figs. 8a–8c represent MRAM
switching characteristics for low to high resistance (normal-
ized). On the other hand, 8d–8f show the opposite switching
characteristics (i.e., RHigh → RLow). Fig. 8a and 8d show
the cell resistance (RCell) over tW for all 1M memory
cells. These figures prove that switching the low resistance
state (logic “1”) to the high resistance state (logic “0”) is
more critical (higher transition time) than the high to low
resistance state switching, which we also observe from our
experimental result. The tW should be sufficiently large
to guarantee proper switching of all cells under all kinds
of physical variation. From this simulation statistics, if we
want to guarantee 99.99% write success (<1 write failure
out of 10K write operations), the tW should be at least
15.45ns. The tW also depends on operating conditions. For
example, with 10% voltage variation ( [45]) and 99.99%

write accuracy, the tW increases to 17.45ns. In this discus-
sion, we will consider tW = 17.45ns as the write time for
standard operation.

Figs. 8b and 8e represent mean (normalized) cell resis-
tance (RCell,µ), write pulse voltage (|V |), and write current
(Iµ = |V |

RCell,µ
). We normalize the cell resistance to the low

resistance state (1kΩ). The write voltage normalization is
performed based on the operating voltage of the device
(0.9V). Finally, the normalized write current is the ratio
between normalized voltage and normalized cell resistance.
In these figures, mean write energy is proportional to the
area under Iµ curve (as |V | is constant). Fig. 8c and 8f
represent the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
tW at which the memory cells switch the side of RRef
(i.e., RLow → RRef + δ or RHigh → RRef − δ). For
RHigh → RLow, all memory cells switch their side of RRef
within tW < 2.9ns. However, for RLow → RHigh, 99%
of cells switch their side of RRef within tW < 10.2ns
and 95% of cells switch their side within tW < 8.45ns.
Therefore, in this simulation, applying tW = 8.45ns would
produce almost similar to our experimental result (obtained
at tW = 5ns). Fig. 8b and 8e show that (Iµ curve), with
tW = 8.45ns, the mean energy saving would be ∼40% for
RLow → RHigh transition and ∼55% for RHigh → RLow
transition (considering 100% energy at tW = 17.45ns).
Therefore, the average energy saving would be ∼47.5%,
considering the uniform distribution of logic “0” and logic
“1” in application data. Note that the energy-saving would
be more for a tighter estimation of tW .
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Fig. 8: Switching characteristics obtained from 1M
STT-MRAM cells over tW , (a)–(c) low to high resistance

switching and (d)–(f) high to low resistance switching. Fig.
(a) and (d) present normalized cell resistance (RCell)

distribution during switching. Fig. (b) and (e) show mean
(normalized) cell resistance (RCell,µ, dark curve), write

voltage pulse (|V |, blue curve), and average write current
(Iµ, red curve) characteristics during switching. Fig. (c) and
(f) present CDFs of tW at which cells switch their side (i.e.,

RLow → RRef + δ or RHigh → RRef − δ).

TABLE 4: Comparison of MRAM-based AC frameworks.
∆tW ∆E BER

Ranjan et al. [11], [27] – 35.9 – 57.8% 0.1–1%

Sayed et al.∗ [7] 42.31% 42.5% 12%

This work∗ 53.80% 49.5% 5%
∗Considering minimum write accuracy at nominal tW : ∼99.995%

Table 4 compares our proposed technique with MRAM-
based prior approximate computing frameworks. As previ-
ous works are based on simulating STT-MRAM, we use our
STT-MRAM-based simulation result for a fair comparison.
The 2nd (∆tW ) and 3rd (∆E) columns of the table represent
the reduction of write pulse width (tW ) and write energy.
The 4th column shows the error (bit error rate or BER)
induced in approximate computing. The result shows that
our proposed technique produces superior results over [7],
considering ∆tW , ∆E, and BER. On the other hand, the
AC framework proposed by Ranjan et al. can save more
power with smaller BER [11], [27]; however, it does not
improve the write speed. Additionally, our proposed tech-
nique can be readily used in COTS available MRAM and
does not require any modification on system architecture.

5.6 Summary of Results

Overall, we draw the following main conclusions from the
results.
1) The cell characterization is performed once in a lifetime

before deploying the MRAM in the computing system.
However, the appropriate selection is required for the
training data and frequency to perform characterization.

2) The output quality degradation occurs when approxi-
mate application data are placed at addresses contain-
ing both erroneous and error-free (without address se-
lection). However, this is the worst possible scenario
when the entire memory is initialized with all 1’s before
writing. However, with the proposed address selection
strategy, we can achieve almost 100% of output quality.

3) Contrarily, the same applications retain almost 100% of
quality even when put into addresses containing both
erroneous and error-free in the case when the entire
memory initialized with all 0’s before writing.

4) Commercial-grade MRAM is more vulnerable to reduced
tW than industrial-grade MRAM

5) Errors that occurred at lower temperatures are a subset
of the errors at high temperatures.

6) Our simulation result shows that the proposed frame-
work will also be applicable for STT-MRAM. The sim-
ulation also shows that the reduced write pulse width
(tW ) can also save on average ∼47.5% of write energy
(considering 99.99% write accuracy with nominal tW )
with virtually no loss in output quality for error-resilient
applications.

6 DISCUSSIONS

6.1 Storage and Performance Overheads

Our proposed framework requires allocating application
data (critical and approximate) to first error-free addresses
and moving forward to erroneous addresses based on the
required application accuracy. We use a similar approach
proposed in [9]; however, our approach is simpler as the
access policy of DRAM and MRAM is entirely different, and
we do not require quality-wise erroneous address sorting.
Note that the following strategy needs to be performed
only for high-accuracy applications when no more accurate
addresses are available. For this purpose, a custom memory
allocator (resource manager) is required to track the erro-
neous addresses obtained from the characterization step.
Next, based on the application requirements, it will allocate
the user annotated critical and approximate data into virtual
addresses using a critical bit for each address. Operating
systems (OS) usually accomplish mapping virtual to physi-
cal addresses through a page table (with the assist of MMU).
Hence, in our proposed scenario, the OS has to perform
this additional responsibility of assigning virtual to physical
addresses belonging to error-free (accurate) and erroneous
addresses depending on the application requirement.

The OS and the MMU require additional logic to im-
plement the proposed addresses selection strategy. Towards
this end, first, the OS can track the erroneous addresses
using a custom data structure (consisting of critical bits).
Then, at the start-up phase, the OS can utilize the custom
data structure to modify the core map and subsequently
utilize this modified mapping function to translate virtual
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to a physical address. Note that the modified mapping
is used in conjunction with the original core map. Before
performing virtual to physical address mapping, first, the
OS will check whether the virtual address is critical or not
for the required application. If it is critical, the OS will
check for the error-free address based on the application
requirement as specified by the system designer. In addi-
tion to that, one can use additional flag bits on the cache
memory (similar to the valid bit) to identify if a data block
is erroneous or accurate. This flag bit can be directly copied
from the custom data structure in parallel to the main mem-
ory operations. The OS can utilize this flag bit during the
memory allocation for further optimization. It is expected
that the OS will completely automate the entire allocation
process for the proposed framework. Hence, hardware and
OS support are essential for adapting approximate MRAM
to reality in sophisticated high-end embedded computing
systems. However, a software-based memory management
can further simplify our framework as it does not require
any virtual to physical address mapping [35]. Note that for
a 1GByte main memory (with 32Byte block size), the size
of the custom data structure would be 4MByte. It is worth
mentioning that the latency and energy overheads for the
MRAM characterization are negligible as the characteriza-
tion needs to be performed only once before deploying the
MRAM in the computing system.

6.2 Critical Data Protection: MRAM as a Cache

A significant challenge of approximate storage usage is:
most of the highly amenable approximate computing
paradigm applications also have a mixture of control data
(i.e., critical data) that is intolerable to any errors. Hence
imposing approximation on these data makes them unre-
liable. For example, the instruction cache requires to be
entirely error-free. Although various solutions are proposed
to protect the critical data part [7], the critical data size is
minimal compared with the non-critical counterpart. There-
fore, designing a heterogeneous data cache memory array
with different static (design-time) and dynamic (runtime)
configurations to make critical data error-resilient guaran-
tees error-free operation. However, this requires (i) fabrica-
tion parameters modification (ii) complex cache controller
for proper data allocation in different arrays. Contrarily, a
more straightforward solution for critical data protection is
either using multiple copies of this data content or an error
correction code (ECC), where data protection is performed
through additional check bit(s). However, the overhead due
to the additional bit-cells for the mentioned approaches is
minimal for these significantly smaller critical data sizes [7].
Besides, considerably lower write accesses to the instruction
cache help the critical data protection considerably more
manageable for our proposed framework.

6.3 Applicability to Next Generation MRAMs

We used COTS toggle MRAM, which is designed to act
like SRAM. On the other hand, STT-MRAM performs like a
persistent DRAM. The 1st generation STT-MRAM structure
uses an in-plane MTJ (iMTJ), whereas 2nd generation STT-
MRAM devices use a more optimized structure known as
perpendicular MTJ (pMTJ) in which the magnetic moments

are perpendicular to the silicon substrate surface [43]. There-
fore, 2nd generation STT-MRAM is more scalable and cost-
competitive than 1st generation STT-MRAM, thus a more
promising technology to replace DRAM and other memory
technologies. Our simulation result presented in Sect. 5.5
(based on 2nd generation STT-MRAM) confirms that our
proposed AC framework is also applicable for STT-MRAM.
Additionally, the DRAM-like operation of STT-MRAM can
provide further opportunities to improve performance.
The DRAM read/write operations are generally performed
in burst mode, where 4 or 8 data words are accessed
(read/write) in a single command. In burst mode, only the
first write operation requires full write time, whereas the
next consecutive write operations only require an additional
write pulse for each data word. Therefore, reducing write
pulse width (tW ) can improve huge performance.

On top of that, unlike STT-MRAM, the new spin-orbit
torque MRAM (SOT-MRAM) technology switched the free
magnetic layer by injecting an in-plane current in an ad-
jacent SOT layer (typically made of heavy metal). Due to
the current injection geometry, the read and write paths are
decoupled. SOT-MRAM offers better performance in terms
of speed (sub-ns switching speed), endurance, power, and
read stability at the cost of a slightly degraded density.
As the SOT-MRAM has a similar switching characteristic
as the previous generation of MRAMs [42], we believe
our system-level proposed approach also applies to future
MRAM generations. In the future, we plan to explore the
SOT-MRAM experimentally (or with simulation) to confirm
our hypothesis.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper proposes an efficient approximate computing
framework to evaluate the applicability of non-volatile
COTS MRAM, a promising candidate for future computing
platforms, through memory address’s error characterization
by utilizing the internal write latency variation of MRAM
to improve the power efficiency. Our methodology provides
an optimal system-level implementation yielding a favor-
able performance and power vs. quality trade-off for error-
resilient applications by devising efficient segregation strate-
gies for the erroneous addresses while allocating approxi-
mate and critical data systematically. Our experimental re-
sults reveal that MRAM-based memory systems can achieve
substantial power and performance benefits for negligible
or no loss in application output quality. Furthermore, other
emerging memory technologies can also adopt the proposed
address selection strategy, a promising framework aspect.
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